Music at LWPS
We aim for every child at Long Wittenham school to have the opportunity to play, enjoy and listen to
music. We want our children to have as many opportunities as possible to experience music in
different ways, be that taking part in live performances, appraising recorded music, or seeing a live
band or orchestra. We hope that children will be inspired to learn more or listen more and that they
will build confidence in identifying different styles and composers, and evaluating their work and its
impact.
At LWPS, music is taught through the four areas of musical understanding: appreciation and
listening, technical understanding, performance and improvisation/composition. Music lessons are
taught discretely, but children also have opportunities to learn music through singing sessions
(collective worship) as well as learning music and songs to support learning in the wider curriculum,
or for specific performances.
In addition, we have welcomes musicians to school, where children are involved in a different range
of musical experiences and children have been able to experience and enjoy live music.
We follow the Charanga Music Scheme Guitars, ukuleles, xylophones, djembe drums, recorders,
percussion instruments. We have visiting music teachers who provide lessons where children can
learn instruments and play as part of a band. Children who take part in these lessons are given the
opportunity to perform in front of an audience.
Music is inclusive to all! Whether it be listening, vocalising, movement or musical exploration, the
chance to create and appreciate music can be accessed by all our pupils. We also draw on the
musical opportunities available in Oxford to arrange performances, visits and concerts for all our
children to enjoy and take part in.

Determination, Independence, Aspiration, Curiosity and
Community-Mindedness taught through our core Christian
values of compassion, resilience and trust
Determination: We expect our children to strive to be the best they can be and in Music, we expose
children to different genres, stimuli and encourage them to use their determination to tap into skills
they have learnt to compose their own music. We recognise that children may not have had the
opportunity to use musical instruments before and they will need to be determined and resilient to
master techniques and learn how to read music notations.
Independence: Children will need to demonstrate independence when formulating their own ideas
and opinions about music and also when composing their own music. We encourage children to
perform their compositions which requires them to have the confidence to perform in front of their
group and play a percussion or tuned instrument independently using the skills they have learnt. We
actively support children to be independent when selecting what they will play, deciding how they
will play their instrument or record their compositions. Children trust each other and know that they
can seek help from an adult should they need it.
Aspiration: Children at LWPS, need to be aspirational when taking part in music lessons and we
expect them to draw upon the range of skills they have been taught. Creating music and performing
in front of others can often be daunting and we create an inclusive and positive atmosphere in music
lessons so that all children can be aspirational and explore genres and instruments that are new to
them.
Curiosity: In music, we will be exploring genres and instruments that children may not have heard or
used. We aim to encourage children to be curious and listen to a variety of music and learn about
different instruments and how they are played. We welcome questions around music and plan class
discussions into music lessons so that children have the opportunity to form their own opinions
through open ended questioning and exploration.
Community- mindedness: Music should be accessible for all and it permeates throughout school life,
whether it be listening to a piece of music in Collective worship, taking part in communal singing in
church services or performing music that they have created as a group or individually. Children are
given the opportunity to share their musical ability as part of concerts and talent shows and the
school and wider community are invited to share in their success. Children are encouraged to
celebrate all efforts during music lessons. Children demonstrate compassion towards each other
when others are performing and are supportive of each other.
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